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Ever since its market launch, the Barryvox® has been among the most reliable 
avalanche transceivers. Today, it boasts over 45 years of experience and is still 
developed and manufactured in Switzerland. For the winter season 2017/18, 
Mammut is building on the device's reputation for reliability with a new 
generation of Barryvox® S and Barryvox ® devices, while also improving on the 
transceiver's usability and performance. At the same time, the Swiss Outdoor 
Equipment Outfitter also added two new gems to their range of snow safety 
products: a light and versatile airbag pack and a probe with a particularly small 
packing size. 
 
Mammut Barryvox® S 
The new Barryvox® S is not just among the best on the market when it comes to 
reception range and search strip width – it also excels thanks to an intuitive user 
interface. Nevertheless, regular emergency exercises are essential for any user, 
because you can only benefit from a device's full potential once you can operate it 
in your sleep. It is clear that the top performance and intuitive user interface of the 
Barryvox® S can save crucial time, particularly in stressful emergency situations. 
 

  SNOW SAFETY HIGHLIGHTS 
   WINTER 2017/18 
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Search strip width of 70 m. 
Or why performance can save lives. 
When assessing an avalanche transceiver's performance, one parameter 
is of particular importance: the search strip width. Mammut aspires to 
maximum performance, because performance that saves time also saves 
lives. With a search strip width of 70 m (in digital mode) and a reliable 
reception range of up to 70 m, the Barryvox® S ranks among the top 
transceivers internationally. Large, circular reception ranges ensure that 
buried transmitters can be identified sooner, while also allowing for 
wider search strips and shorter search pathways across the burial site, all 
of which results in the victims being located faster. 

Mammut Barryvox 
When time is your enemy, fast is your friend. 

Completely revised user interface.  
Or why simpler is usually safer. 
High performance is only beneficial if the user can access it quickly and 
easily, which is why Mammut completely revised the user interface of 
the Barryvox®. With an easy-to-read backlit display, keys that can be 
operated even with gloves on, a shockproof, unbreakable casing, 
intuitive acoustic menu prompts as well as a sleek visual interface, the 
Barryvox® S proves that high performance does not require complexity. 
Only an easy-to-use transceiver can save lives when it comes to an 
emergency situation.  
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BarryMount Carrying System 
The BarryMount is a high quality carrier for the Barryvox® S 
and Barryvox® transceivers. It is lightweight, is easily 
adjustable and can be opened and closed one handed and 
with gloves on. The SafeLock mechanism prevents accidental 
activation, which further increases the safety of the user 
while on the move. The BarryMount also protects the beacon 
from mechanical damage, be it while on a tour or during 
transport. At the end of the season, the BarryMount can 
easily be washed at 30°C in the washing machine. 

Mammut Barryvox 
When time is your enemy, fast is your friend. 

Direct user guidance. 
Or why the marking function can help 
locate victims faster. 
The classic avalanche scenario 
describes one victim and one or 
multiple rescuers. However, this does 
not always hold true in practice: in 
Switzerland alone, about 40 % of 
avalanche victims were buried by the 
same avalanche along with other 
victims, which makes the search much 
more challenging. Devices without a 
marking function may inadvertently 
send the rescuer back and forth 
between two victims, wasting valuable 
time and consequently lowering the 
victims' chances of survival. Thanks to 
the marking function, a rescuer can 
search for each victim individually, as 
the beacon temporarily filters out all 
other signals. As soon as the first victim 
has been located and marked, the 
Barryvox® S continues guiding the 
rescuer directly to the next victim while 
his team members start freeing the 
first. Thanks to this functionality, 
rescuers can keep an overview of 
complex accident sites with multiple 
burials even in stressful emergency 
situations. 
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Mammut Barryvox 
Die Features des Barryvox® S im Detail 

Design 
The large and clear display is easy-to-read in all weather conditions and, just like the device's casing, is 
resistant to shock and breakage. In dim light conditions, the display's backlight is automatically switched 
on; in bright sunlight, details are visible even if the user is wearing polarized sunglasses. Thanks to its 
ergonomic shape, the transceiver can also be operated with gloves on. The main switch is equipped with a 
SafeLock feature which prevents inadvertent switching from SEND to SEARCH mode. With the scroll button 
on the side of the device, the user can easily toggle through the different menus. 
 
Locating avalanche victims 
Thanks to an acoustic guidance system, the rescuers can keep their eyes on the avalanche site. The 
device's visual interface gives the user information on distance, direction and number of victims – these 
can all be managed (i.e. marked and unmarked) via the victim list. The Smart Search feature interacts with 
the rescuer's actions, thus making the search simpler and more reliable. Thanks to the Auto Guidance 
feature, the device can guide the rescuers to the victims even when there is a loss or overlap of signals. 
The search strip width and reception range of up to 70 m in digital mode make an effective search of the 
avalanche site. With a circular reception field, the X and Y antennae cover nearly the same reception range 
and the reversal function helps prevent 180° search errors. If the device's motion sensors don't register 
any movement by the rescuer for four minutes, SEND mode is automatically switched on in case the 
rescuer has become the victim of a secondary avalanche. 
 
Device checks 
Once turned on, the device automatically carries out a self-check, frequency check and functionality check 
in less than two seconds. The group check can be initiated at the push of a button and comes with a set of 
clear instructions. 
 
Technical specifications 
Even at -10°C, the device has a battery life of 300 hours in SEND mode, followed by 1 hour in SEARCH 
mode. The software can be updated and W-Link capability allows the management of a fleet of devices. 
The device can also be run on lithium battery which have a lower risk of leakage and are better suited to 
low temperatures. 
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Mammut Barryvox 
When time is your enemy, fast is your friend. 

Mammut Flip Removable Airbag 3.0 
Volume: 20 l (22l without Airbag 3.0 System) 
Color: graphite 
Weight: 1'910 g (with Airbag and Carbon Cartridge / 900 g without Airbag)  

  
Mammut Flip Removable Airbag 3.0 
The Flip Removable Airbag 3.0 is a lightweight with a 
wealth of features. Weighing in at just under 2 kg, the 
Flip offers all functionalities a professional airbag pack 
needs: The ultra-light Airbag System 3.0, a special 
front pocket for avalanche safety gear as well as a 
separate radio pocket. Another handy feature: The 
main compartment can be accessed not only from the 
top, but also from the back through a zippered 
opening. The Flip also comes with ski, snowboard and 
splitboard attachments, a daisy chain for additional 
gear, attachments for poles or an ice pick and 
compression straps for optimal comfort. The 
backpack is also compatible with a wide range of 
hydration systems. All of these features make the Flip 
the perfect companion for technical ski and 
snowboard tours. 
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Mammut Barryvox 
When time is your enemy, fast is your friend. 

Mammut Probe 240 short 
Long becomes short – the Mammut Probe 240 short, once 
assembled, has a standard length of 240 cm. It consists of seven 
(instead of six) aluminum components (11 cm in diameter) and 
has a collapsed length of only 38 cm. This makes it easier to 
stow in a small backpack. At 240 g, its weight is also lower than 
that of comparable models. While the telescopic locking 
mechanism with a pull-resistant and durable drawstring is also 
glove-compatible, the one-sided shaft markings, a practical case 
with emergency instructions and the drop-shaped tip for 
energy-saving probing further facilitate a quick search and 
rescue mission. 

Mammut Carbon Probe 240 short 
Length: 240 cm (assembled) / 38 cm (collapsed)  
Diameter: 11 mm 
Segments: 7  
Weight: 185 g  

Light-weight emergency tools: Mammut Alugator Light  
Avalanche equipment must meet two central requirements. It 
should be as light-weight and space-saving as possible and work 
perfectly reliably in emergency. With the new Alugator Light 
avalanche shovel, mountain sports outfitter Mammut perfectly 
combines these requirements. The shovel weighs only 460 g. 
Thanks to its thought-through design, it has a small packing size. 
The hardened and anodized shovel blade is nevertheless 
extremely stable. Its sharpened edge and integrated stepping 
latches as well as a symmetrical T-handle permit quick and 
efficient digging even through hard snow. 

Mammut Alugator Light  
Total length: 75 cm (extended) / 54 cm (retracted) 
Handle length: 37 cm (retracted)  
Weight: 460 g 


